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Abstract : Bye Bye B ANTAlackbird is a novel based on diaspora related theme, Indian 

Diaspora is old term related immigration and pain on adopted land that leads to identity crisis 

and other social, psychological problems arise in the life of immigrants. In the ancient times 

migration was for work on palantation as labour for bread and butter. Now in twentieth century 

migration for better life opportunities, best life, freedom, fascination for high tech skilled life and 

freedom. Story deals with the life of Adit Sen and Sarah Sen husband and wife, Sarah is English 

girl,  Adit is Indian has settled in England as his own land and inwardly accept English culture 

even music    but he has been realized he has been insulted ,marginalized in local society though 

he married Sarah ,even Sarah has understood that she has been treated outsider among her own 

people as she has been married Indian who is immigrant. Even Dev has similar experience in 

England so it is nothing but the issue of racism and identity crisis of immigrant  

Adit feels nostalgic for India, his fascination for green England has been faded, hollow reality 

has been entered in his mind and heart  ,he understands  his real identity in England ,no longer he 

wants to listen Wog ,immigrants ,Asiatic brown and decide to return home and says Bye to 

England   

Key Words: Identity crisis, loneliness, Nostalgia  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Migration is unavoidable situation in the life span of living world may be animal life or human 

life ,animals ,birds migrate for food ,water ,shelter and to protect from the adverse condition of 

weather, human has the ancient history of migration ,displacement to the other land .Migration 

leads to history of social and psychological issues that has been changed the scenario of world 

history and culture. If human has not migrated ,the world history has not been possible 

,imperialism ,colonialism ,neocolonialism ,first world war ,second world war and even todays 
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Goa culture which has been mixed the larger element of European culture from living style 

,language and religion is due to migration 

Migration has different meanings of layers that create diaspora issues leads to many other 

problems as identity crisis ,nostalgic feelings ,loneliness ,psychological trauma and many more 

,even they have to face second generation of diaspora problems ,diaspora writers have been 

depicted in novels .literary writing is close to life as it is the realistic shades of life ,portrait by 

writer  

It is well sated as below : 

“A novel is a picture of life and life is well-known to us ,let us first of all realize it and then using 

our taste ,let us  judge whether it is true ,vivid ,convincing like life in fact ” 

Basically change is the rule of nature that is the basic nature of human world, the term diaspora 

originally related with Jewish experience and now it is applied to the group of people who 

migrate to other land for employment, education, and luxury 

Diaspora literature also depicts the theme of identity crisis ,loneliness ,nostalgia ,rejection 

,inferiority problem ,even accent of language does matter in the highly techno skilled superior 

society in the European country.  Writers like Anita Desai ,Kamala Markandaya ,Amitav Ghosh 

,Ruth Prvar Zabvala and many more are from India as they grown up in Indian then they 

migrated to the adopted land so they have strong roots in Indian soil as family ,friends ,relatives 

so they are from first generation of immigrants they have been settled in adopted land but they 

have nostalgia feeling for India Even morally ,culturally bind with India ,they become modern 

outwardly but inwardly remain Indian but second generation of diaspora writers are not  born in 

India but born in immigrants  family who has been settled there although they faced problems as 

the colour of their skin and their Indian identity but they don’t have nostalgic like first generation 

writers 

Bye Bye Blackbird is the myth of immigrants problems that is related with culture, east west 

encounter, identity crisis, nostalgia, that is well depicted in the following lines : 

“In other words this novel describes her personal experiences as well as experiences of all 

immigrants ,she has keenly observed the immigrants ,their problems ,fears, hopes and describes 

them reproduced their problems, fears and hopes and described them reproduced their reactions 

which they encountered in real life ,in her works  ” 
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Makrand Paranjape always depicts the term” Settled and visitor Diaspora” 

Migration deals with various issues but reality and acceptance on adopted land is similar kind of 

experience : 

“There have been many waves of immigration from the Indian sub-continent. The term old 

diaspora is often applied to the indentured labours who met to the sugar plantations of the 

Caribbean Islands and Fijiafter the abolition of slavery in the British empire ,new diaspora is 

generally applied to the skilled high tech Indian emigrants who moved to the US after 1960  ” 

Diaspora from the Greek word means scattering, migration of people from motherland 

homeland, behind migration here is the need of basic as well as luxurious life style depends upon 

the class of immigrants. labour migrates for bread and butter that is earning source It is been well 

depicted by Ranu Uniyal 

”  ‘Migration was the common phenomenon in the twentieth century ,people moved for various 

reasons from the land of their birth and adopted different culture ,languages and traditions as 

their own derived from Greek verb Sperio means to sow and the preposition dia over ,the term 

diaspora has multiple meanings in the present context .If on the other hand it is symbolic of 

indentured labour after the late nineteenth and twentieth century ,it is forced exodus of millions 

of Jews under racist forces .If it implies dislocation it also signifies renewal .It is laced with the 

anxiety of belonging and unbecoming  people have moved in the hope of bettering themselves or 

under severe economic compulsions at home  ”  

Migrating is scattering for shelter and better life while engineers, students, scientist, celebrities, 

researchers, educationist, management of economics etc migrate for best education    , health and 

glory for life 

“Desire for knowledge and curiosity to explore is also important cause for increased mobility”  

Present paper deals with diaspora pain and misery in the novel Bye Bye Blackbird by Anita 

Desai who is acclaimed writer, women novelist in the world of Indian literature in English Many 

Indian women has been contributed world of literature with the unique style of writing screen of 

English writing and significant work, women novelist like Kamala Markandaya ,Anita Desai 

,Santa Ram Rao ,Arundhati Roy ,Shaashi Deshapande ,Shobha De ,Sudha Murty have given 

different paradigm to the screen of English writing with their special literary creation  
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“Anita Desai’s works mark new and mature phase in Indian English fiction Mulkraj Anand 

,R.K.Narayan ,and Raja Rao had already enriched the Indian Novel in English by their 

phenomenal contribution when Anita Dsai started writing in the sixties and the fifties had 

witnessed the emergence of imminent women writers like Kamala Markandaya ,Nayan Tara 

Sahagal and Rutjprawar Jhabwala who migrated into the main stream with their male 

contemporaries  ” 

Story of Bye Bye Blackbird deals with pain of identity crisis, it arises feeling of rejection leads 

to nostalgia for homeland story revolves around Dev, Sarah and Adit   

“Bye bye Blackbird is third novel of ….with the problem of existence and loneliness .this novel 

can be called as Desai’s disguised autobiography, it is the product of her direct experience as one 

of the many immigrants in England .She has written about what she felt ,saw ,observed and lived 

in England  ” 

From above lines depict the  theme of novel and its realistic elements that depicts pain and 

miseries of immigrants in England   

Adit and Sarah Sen married couple, Dev arrives in England for higher studies, Sarah is English 

girl who married to Indian Adit ,lives happily ,the novel has important time space and story line 

as arrival ,discovery ,recognition and departure ,in the initial stage both were happy ,Adit was 

too happy  

“I am happy here ,I like going into the local for pint on my way home to Sarah .I like wearing 

good tweed on a foggy November day .I like the Covent Garden opera house –it has a chandelier 

like a hive of fireflies when I stand under it ,I feel like millionaire like the girls here –I like their 

nylon stocking and the way their noses tilt  upwards and I used to dancing with them ”  

From above confession of Adit , it is clear that he loves England ,he gets fascinated with England 

and wants to spend his life in the nap of beautiful city ,even he has accepted the culture, life style  

and value in English society.  

“I like the pubs .I like the freedom a man has here; Economic freedom! Social freedom”  

After the realistic picture and humiliation has been faced by Adit, his belonging attitude for    

England has been changed, he is outsider, always immigrates, Asiatic in the eyes of local English 

society has not identity, feels lonely  
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“Feeling of alienation is the other side of identity crisis and uncertainty .In the novel Bye Bye 

Blackbird Dev’s alienation and spiritual agony are objectified in his hellish experience in 

London at the tube station He is in dilemma as whether he stays on in London or return to India” 

When local society does not accept the outsider that time multiple changes have been taking 

place in the life of immigrants for long time ,it gets emotional trauma ,social trauma and 

psychological trauma where the life of immigrants devastate. Even state  ,local society has not 

any kind of accountability for such immigrants  

“ it is the world which make him nostalgic for India ,India is  that a place for him full of familiar 

faces ,sounds and smell for him London is the  Populated place  ”  

“…utterly silent, deserted, a cold wasteland of brick and tile “  

In this novel common issue of immigrants has been focused that is racism and it is well 

highlighted and depicted with realism ,Adit migrated  to London for freedom ,enjoyment and 

best life options  ,has married with Sarah native English girl ,loves England as native English 

citizen  ,he has adopted everything and has appeared as real Englishman as he loves the history 

and literature of adopted land  

“I love England .I admire England, I can appreciate her history and poetry as much as 

Englishmen” 

 but always neglected by native English  society that makes him restless, Dev arrived in London 

for pursuing higher education in Economics from the London School of Economics ,finds 

himself to desperate and disillusioned with English life  

“Pulled out his watch from the pillow he was disgusted to find it was barely five o clock ,he 

wondered if it had died in the night of inability to acclimatize itself ” 

 Dev has observed the social status, privacy, life style of English people he becomes panic and 

compare English society with  the society of India and Indian people  

“ Another thing to which Dev cannot grow accustomed in all his walks and bus rides through the 

city is silence and emptiness of it-the houses and blocks of flats ,streets and squares and 

crescents –all to his eyes and ears ,dead ,unalive ,revealing so little of the lives that go on ….the 

English habit of keeping all doors and window tightly shut of guarding their privacy  ” 
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Lack of enthusiasm from local society, the silence, emptiness of life and atmosphere make them 

disturb from, the bottom of their heart they become victim of their own materialistic mentality 

after realization they search to find roots and solace of mind , but image and social mind set was 

different at the advent of novel ,fascination has been created for England ,love of England 

prevailed   

”   he is appreciative of the greens and oranges of Cezanne ,the tree of VanGogh and the 

muscular ballet girls in their ethereal tutus ” but as time goes reality has appear in the form  of 

racism he was called wog by white boy ,Indians were not allow to use lavatories ,ladies ,gents 

and Asiatic ,it is a king of insult and discrimination  ,victim of inferiority complex  

As Sumitra has observed “Wherever he goes, he becomes a victim of racial discrimination and 

apartheid and constantly regarded as …second grad citizen an intruder” 

Adit used to fascinate for England ,thinks England is a land of opportunities ,he has been 

completely attracted to England its culture and nature  ,considers his own homeland but 

somewhere in his mind  ,he used to feel alienated by culturally ,socially ,at initial days he doesn’t 

mind afterwards ,he has realized the importance of identity ,he longs for Indian food ,attire and 

music also ,  he gets restless feels suffocate in England ,feels lonely .It is well depicted by Anita 

in Bye Bye Blackbird  

“When I have a whole month of leave saved up ,I will go ,my mother will cook hilsa fish 

wrapped in banana leaves for me. My sister will dress Sarah in saris and gold ornaments .I will 

lie in bed till ten every morning and sit up half the night listening to the shehnai and sitar ” 

His visit to his in-law’s home has turned him to nostalgic even Sarah also facing alienation in her 

own land being married to Indian immigrant ,even to hide her marriage she remains calm and cut 

off from society  

Usha Band points out her psychological situation very keenly as follow 

“After wedding her reticence turns into aloofness, Sarah loses her zest to participate in living, 

apathy pervades her” 

She also become immigrant as married to Indian so she is under the tree of different shadow 

where she feels lonely and rootlessness  
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Even she doesn’t like to get identity ,remain nameless and unidentified ,unnoticed ,she wants to 

live in the circle of own where she doesn’t want to enter any one ,even she has been panic on 

Adit  by calling her  Sally ,used to call  her by her mother  

“ Don’t call me Sally !She cried ,turning on him and he quailed at the anger and coldness of her 

face .Don’t you treat me the way she always does –as though I am not an individual with my 

own life to lead ,but just some appendage to them ”  

Bye Bye blackbird is the myth of modern immigrants identity problems, immigrants get 

everything on European land but self-respect and dignity has to scarifies to get that money and 

luxurious life, beauty and freedom  

Local English society never accepts them as their citizens they as always Asiatic in their eyes so 

no one finds consolidate identity in adopted land, remain rootless, feel nostalgic for homeland 

that is artistically depicted by Anita Desai through the story of Adit Sen ,his wife Sarah and his 

friend Dev who arrives for taking higher education ,initially he hates all the way of English 

society but later he has accepted ,on contrary Adit who fascinated initially alter found emptiness 

,rootlessness of his life in England feels nostalgic ,decides to return India and Dev accepts all 

odds and decides to settled in England  

Sarah has been changed ,eager to get her new identity, returns India with her husband ,now Adit 

understands true the roots of his own life and illusion of foreign materialistic life ,family ,friends 

,father ,mother  are real luxury and wealth of life ,human life span is limited ,so use that time to 

find true affection ,identity and love with our own people .Last breath mu st take in our own 

homeland and mix with the soil of motherland where our ancestors are also mixed so that is the 

soil of our motherland that is nourished by her worrier sons ,don’t become Asiatic Wog in 

beautiful European countries where immigrants lose their identity and remain rootless ,marginal 

in their entire life for materialistic pleasure . 
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